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Slay

A method ts presented ('or _he calculat.on of elash_c stresses

_n sy_m:etrical disks typical of those of a high-temperature gas

tur]:,'Lne. The method is essentially a finite-diI'i'erence solution of

the equilibrium and compatLbility equations for elastic stresses in

a symmetrical disk. Account can be taken of pcint-to-point varia-

tlons In disk thickness, in temperature_ in elastic modulusj in

coefficient of thermal expansi_;n, in material densLty, and in

Po[sson's ratio. No numerical integration or' trial-and-error pro-

cedures are involved and the computations can be performed in rapid

and routine i'ashJ_)n by nontechnical comDuters with little engineerir_

supervision. Checks on problems for which exact mathematical solu-

tions are known indicate that the method y_e].ds results of high
accuracy.

lllustrative examples are presented to show the mariner of

treating solid disks, disks with central holes_ and disks con-
structed either of a single mater!al or of two or more welded

materials. The e_'fect of shr_nk fitting is taken into account by
a very simDle device.

INTI_ODUCTION

One of the problems in the design of _as turbines ls the deter-

mination of the stresses in the turbine disk under operating con-

ditions. Calcqlatlon of the elastic-stress distrlbut_on is a first

step in the determination of the true stress distribution. This

stress distribution is based on the assumption of linearity of stress

with strain and differs from the true stress distributions, which

may contain stresses beyond the proportional elastic l_mit of the
material.

The equations for the elastic-stress distribution _n symmetrical

disks are well known. Their solubion I_ay, however, offer considerable
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b rim of disk or base of blades

E>r_ple of the use of double subscript.

(_r,n-i radial stress Or at station (n-l)

The followii_g supplementary symbols denote combinations of the

forego[ng symbols arising in the analys_s:

Ar, n]

i
At_n 1

>

_r_n i

B
t,n J.

coefficients defined by equations

Or, n = At, n Ct,a + Br, n

Ot_ n = At, n Ot,a + Bt,n

Cn = rn hn

_, _n (l + _n)(rn - rn_l)

n : _n + 2 E n r n

t (rn ) hnD n = _ --rn-i

i (i + _n)(rn -- rn_l)

D'n En _ ...._ 2_

Fn : rn_ I hn.l

FI
n

lln__ (i + _in_!)(rn--rn_l)

Yn-i _ gn-! rn-I

I

Cn = : (rn-- rn-i ) hn-,l
2

i (i + _n_l)(rn- rn_l)
G t =

n _n-i 2 En_ L rn_ I

= i 2
Hn _-e2 (rn- rn-!)(0n hn rn 2 + On-] hn-i rn-I )

n C_nATn cun-i ATn-I

F' n Dn -- F n D' n

Kn C, n Dn -- Cn D' n
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- C' F uCn F'n n

C' Dn - Cn D'Ii n

L n --

G' Dn + Gnn D'n

C'n Dn -- Cn D' n

Ij T __ m
n

C'n Gn + Cn G' n

C'n Dn - Cn D' n

Mn :
H' Dn + Hn D'_[ n

C'n Dn - Cn D' n

C' Hn 4-C n H'n n
M w =

n C, n Dn - Cn D, n

Assumpt ions

Tb_ assumptions are made tRat stress is prcportienal to s_.rain

and that the disk material is completely p.lastic at the stress dis-

triLution induced by the centrifugal and thermal _,Ffects. All

variables of material pro]_erties and operat'ng conditions are assumed

to be symmetrical about the axis of rotation. Axial stresses are

neglected and at any radius, the radial and tangential stresses are

assumed to be uniform across the thickness of Zhe disk. Temperatures

are taken _n the central piano perpendicular be the axis of the disk,

Outline of Meth)d

In a thin rotating disk of variable thickness, the state of stress

at any radius can be completely defined by the two principal stresses,

the radial and tangential stresses O r and Ot. Two equations are

therefore necessary to determine the two unknown stresses. The first

of these equations can be obtained from the c,ondit ions of equilibrium

of an elcmant of the disk; the second, from the compatibility con-

ditions, which are mathematical statements of the interrola_.ion between

the radial and tangential strains in a syrmletrical disk.

The equilibrium and compatibility eq_ations result in differen-

t_a] form defining re]at:ions between the stresses at radius r and

those at a radius ir_finltes_mally removed fr_,m r. Except for some

special case_J_ the so!utions of these equations are d_ff[cult to obtain.

In order to facilitate solution, the differential eq_ations are rewrit-

ten ].n finite differe, nce form relating !:he stresses at radius r with

those at a radius finitely removed from r. By means of the finite-

d_fYeren0e equations_ the stresses at an arl_itrary finite number of
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stations along the disk radius are expressed in terms of the stresses
at a single reference station near the center of the disk. For a
disk with a central hole the reference station is chosen at the inside
radius, where the radial stress is zero; hence_ the stresses at all
stations in the disk are expressed in terms of the single unknown,
the tangential stress at this station. For a solid disk, the refer-
ence station is chosen at a point near the center of the disk (at a
radius of about 5 percent of the disk radius). In this region the
radial and tangential stresses can be assumedto be approximately
equal; again, therefore, the stresses at all stations are expressed
in terms of a single unknown. The unknowncan then be determined by
the boundary conditions at the rim of the disk where the radial stress
is equal to the centrifugal bucket loading. Whenthe radial stress
at the rim, expressed in terms of the tangential stress at the refer-
ence station, is equated to the bucket loading, the tangential stress
at the reference station is evaluated. After the tangential stress
at the reference station has been determined, al]. the other stresses,
expressed in terms of this stress, can be evaluated.

Differential Equations

The equilibrium equation as given in reference 2, (p. 374) using
the notation of this paper, is

d (rh Or) -- h O t + 0J hr2 = 0
dr

(1)

The compatibility relation is obtained by elimination of u

(the radial displacement of any point on the disk as the disk passes

from the unstressed to the stressed condition) from the stress-strain

displacement equations

du Or -- _ Ot

_r = d--_= E + _ AT (2)

u ot- u °r
_t - r - E + _ AT (_)

Equation (3) is subtracted from equation (2) to eliminate u,

u (l +
: (4)

dr r E
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or

rdu --,_'dr (] + '_)(ar- at)
rdl_ -- = E (5)

But

rdu -- udr d (u i
r2dr : _T \F/

(s)

.Tnerefore_ by equations (S), (5), and (6),

d /at,} a f u G,/
(± + _)(%- at)

_r
-- o (7)

Eque._.ions (i) and (7), together with a knowledge of the boundary

conditions, are suf'fic2enb to solve for the two unkT_owns O r and

C t. Because p, E, _, _ /iT, and h a_.'e_ in general, functions

of the radius r, the equati_:ns cannot readily be solved in their

d_Pferentiai Yoz_.; a f_zAte-difference solution was therefo_-e derived.

.F1.iite-D.Lfference Equations

The transl.a:.ion el" differeni,ia2 equations into finite-difference

foz_m to fa._iilta+.e n,_lution is common in en_;;neering practice, The

metLc.nd }..as.in each, beem applied in i[mitmd fashion to the solution

_ _p 598-,_00) Thisof the steam-'._.rb_ne disk _,roblem (ru_eronce 2, .

ap_l!ca¢_om necLects, however_ the .point-¢.o-point variation in

physic2)_ prcpertlos, _nd therefore no application to the gas-turbine

disk in w2ich there is _pgreciable variation in properties from hub

-4o rim is m_de. !n addition, the so!uL!on o£ the equations involves

an interpolation procedure, the eiiminatlon of which could reluce

ccnsiderabl.y the am,)unt of' c_-Icu_atien necessary for a solution and

increase the :_ccL_racy of '_he fir_l rest_Its.

A nur£ber {TP discrete point sta_..ions are chosen along the dfsk
radi!]s as sho_ !n figure !(a). If _t is assumed that the stl"ess

disbrib_ti:_n in the disk has already been determined_ all quantities
appearlng i.n couatLsns ()_) and '. ,_7) are therf_}re known ab each of the

oo_nt static:ms and -'.he values o:_' cc.z'respondir_ quantities at the
point A mldw_y _-_ ,_,.c_._e, :-J2e nth a.nd (n-l)st point stalTions can

then be approximately dcte_.ined. For exaumpie_ in _he plot of rh O r
a_aln3t _ (fig. __ _b)), the radius at i_oint A is expressed as

rA = _ (rn-i + rn )
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the _aiue cf rh Cr is

(rh Or)A _ _ (rn-i hn--! Cr,n-i + rn hn Cr,n)

and the slope cf the curve ab point A, which is approximately equal

to the slo!_e of the chord Joining poimts n and n-l_ is defined as

rn hn (]rzn - rn_ I hn..l °ra__i_l.! Or)A -
dr rn - rn.l

in a similar way the values of each of tile other variables enterir_

into the equations can be evaluated for point A. if the evaluations

are correct, the quantities at A must satisfy equat_cns (I) and (7).

These equations therefore be_omo, in f inite-dif_'erence fo_m

rn hn Or,n -- rn-! hn-i %m-!

rn -- rn-I

hn ct + hn_ ]_n Ct,n-I

+ (o2 2
_-- (@n hn rn + Pn-). hn-i rn-i ) : 0

(s)

and

E n En_ I En En_.l an /:_Tn- _n-i £Tn-i
+

rn -- rn-i rn - rn-i In -- rn-!

2 m En rn
- °t

rn_ I:'n-i

which reduce to

Cr Cr,n - Dn Ct;n = F n Cr,n-i + Gn Ct;n-i - }In

and

(9)

(].o)

C'p_ (7r_11- D' = ' .,, rln dt,n F n Grin-! - G'r J_ n.-] + H' (ii)
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Solution of Finite-Difference Equations

Equatlons (].0) and (ii) represent two equations from which
_r,n and Ct, n can be e_#ressed in terms oi _r,n-I and Ot,n_I.
If the ).inear nature of the equations and the possibility of
successive application of the equations to proceed from one
station to the next are considered, the stresses at any station
can u].timately be expressed in linear teYmsof the stresses at any
other station. It will be convemient to express the stresses at
a_l stations in terms of the stresses at the station a. At this
station, the unknownvalue is the tangential stress st a; hence,
the stresses at station n are expressed in the l_.near terms

Crjn = Ar,n dt,a + Br, n

_t,n = At,n ct,a + Bt,n (12a)

and those at station n-i in the form

(_r,n-i = Ar,n-I (_t,a + Br,n-I

qt,n-I = At,n-i -_t,a 4 Bt,n_ ] (!2b)

where the coefficients Ar,n, Br,n, At,n, and Bt,n are as yet
to be determined.

The substltut_on of equations (12a) and (iZb) into equa-

tious (i0) and (ii) and the separation of the terms with and without

_t, a result in the equahions

(Cn Ar,n - Dn At,n - Fn Ar,n-I - Gn As,n-_) (_t,a

+ (Cn Br_ n - Dn Bt, n - F n Br,n. I - Gn Bt,n_ I + Hn) = 0 (13)

and

(C' n Ar, n - D' n A_,,n - F'n Ar,n_l + G'n At,n-l) (_t,a

+ (C' n Br - D' B t - F' + B_, - H'n) = 0,n n ,n n Br, n-i G'n ._n-i

The stress _t,a is real]y arbitrary as far as equations (13)
and (14) are concerned because it dep_nds upon the boundary conditions
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and not on the equations _,f elasticity from which equations (15)
and (14) were derived; that is, by a suitable choioe of the factors
that dete:znine boundary conditions, such as bucket loading and
shrink fit, at, a can be set at any desired value without inval-
idat:_g in a_\vWaythe equations of elasticity (i) and (7), or their
ultimate finite-difference forms in equations (15) and (14). If an
equation in the form cx + d = 0 is to be true for all values of
x, the coefficients c and d both must be zero. Because equa-
tions (15) and (14) are to be true independent o_' the value of Ct,a_
the coefficients of Ot, a must _e zero, and the two equations
reduse to

CnAr,n - DnAt,n - Fn Ar n-I - Gn A+_,n_i= 0]

C' -D' -F' AT,n_I + G' At = 0n Ar,n n At,n n n ,n-i

Cn Br,n - Dn Bt,n - Fn Br,n-i -_n B_,n-] + Hn : 0

' - F' G' - H' = OC'n Br, n - D n Bt,n n Br,n.-i + n BL,n-! n

(is)

from which At,n, At,n, Br,n, and Bt,n can be determine@ in She
form

Ar, n = Kn At,n- I + L n A_._,n_l

= K' At n-IAt,n n Ar,n-i + L'n

(::)
Br, n = Kn Br,n_ I -_-lq: Bt,n_ I + Mn

Bt, n = K' n Br,n_ I + L' n Bt,n_ I + M' n

if the c _effic_ents Ar,n, At,n, Br, n, and Bt, n are known

for star:on n-i they can be determ:ned by meaus of equation (16)

for station n.

The coefficients at the first station (r = a) can be determined

by inspection for both the solid disk and the disk with a central h_le.

Inspection of equation (12a) shows that for a solid disk In vhlch both

the tangential and radial stresses at the first station are equal to

Ot,a

Ar, a = At, a = i

Br_ a = Bt_ a = 0
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For disk with a central hole in which the radial stress at the
first station is zero and the tangential stress is Ot, a

Ar, a = Br_a = Bt, a = 0

At, a = I

From these known coefficients at the first station, the coefficients

at all other stations can therefore be determined by successive

applications of equation (16). Once all the coefficients have been

determined, the unh_lown _t a can be detei_nined. The radial stress
J @

at the rim Or, b is the centri._ugal loading of the buckets

Or, b = At, b Ot,a + Br, b

or

O_b - Br_b (17)
Ot, a = Ar,b

where Ar, b and Br, b are the coefficients for radial stress at

the rim. The radial and tangential stresses at all stations can be

obtained from equation (!2a) after Ot a and all the coefficients
have been determined

ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATIONS

Case I - Elastic-Stress Distribution i_. Solid Disk

The profile of a disk that is to be analyzed for stress dis-

tribution at a speed of ll,500 rpm and the temperature distribution

are shown in figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The first step

in the analysis _s to choose an arbitra1_ number of stations along

tho disk radius. The first station is chosen at a radius of about

5 percent of the rim radius, the last at the rim. The stations need

not be equidistant, in fact, it is advisable to choose the stations

closely together where there is sharp c_hange in disk contour, in

temperature gradient, or in variation of' physical properties. In

this case 18 stations were chosen, spaced relatively close together

near the rimwhere the gradients in temperature and physical prop-

erties were high and near the center for subsequent use of the same

example to illustrate the effect of a central hole. When only a

solid disk is considered, no concentration of points near the center

is nocessary. _le various steps oi' the calculation are tabulated in
table I.
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The disk radius at each station is listed in column i of table I.
The thickness of the disk h at each station is listed in column 2.
A sharp dtscontimu[ty in thickness, such as an abrupt flange, should
be fa£red in the disk contour a_:_the faired disk used in detel_mining
thicFness.

Ordi1_rily the density of the material is constant throughout
the disk, even over the wide ra_e of temperatures. If a faired disk
has been used, however, the densit_ of the material in the faired
region should be adjusted to produce the total mass that actually
exists in the region of each station. Although a flange does not
reduce the stress at its own recion by increasi_ the area, its mass
must be included as it produces centrifugal stresses throughou5 the
disk. The corrected density at eaoh station multlnlied by the square
of the rotational speed is listed in column 5. in _h!s case no
fairing was necessary; honce, all values of density are equ%l.

Poissr_n's ratio, listed in coT_umu4, has only an insignlficant
effect on the stress distribution and, becauseno accurate data are
available, a constant value of 0._ may be used. if accurate data on

the variation with temperature o_ Poisson'B ra_io are available, use

of the e_act variable values presents no greater diffic[_ity than use

of a const,anb value. The values of _ used in this example are

show!_ in figure t(c), and were for convenience obtained by the assump-

tion of a linear var!ation in p with temperature.

The modulus ¢f elasticity at each station is listed in column 5.

Variations in this property have a slgnifican_ ,_ffect on the final

stress values and accurate data should be used if available. For

this example E was arbitrarily assumed to depend linearly upon the

temperature, and _he variation along the radi_s is shown in fig-

ure 2(d). In practical computations, _,he true values of elastic

modulus associated with the particuiar temperatare at each station

may be used.

The coefficients of thermal expansion are tab_!ated in column 6.

These coefficients must be the average values applicable to the range

between 1_he temperatures actually existi1_g and those at which there

is no thermal stress. For a homogeneous disk in which +here is no

shrink fitting of or_e part to _.nother, the condition of zero thermal

stress is at room temperature. Engineering tables usually list _he

a_¢erage temperature coefficient of expansion bet_,een room temperature

and values of high _emoerature; the listed values may therefore be

used directly.

The difference between the actual temperature and the temperature

at which there is no thermal siress is listed in column 7. In this
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case the stress-free condition is at a room temperature of 70° F.
Colu_ 7 is theref,:.re obtained by subtracting 70° F from each of the
values in ftg_re 2(b]. This oolumn is of Great significance in the
case involving shrinT_fits.

The quantities Cn to M'n are computedfor each station as
indicated in colum_s _ to 34 of table I. Values in each of these
columns can be obtained in one set of operations on a standard
computing machine. The method ef obtain_g the data from the
suitable previous columns is indicated at the heading of each column.

Vslues _n columns 33 and 34 must be computedsimultaneously.
The first value for each of these columns is unity. Subsequent
values makeuse of the previously obtained values in the samecolumns.
Thus, to determine the value for column 33 at station 2; column 27
at station 2 _s multiplied by column 33 at station i, and the product
is added to the product of column 28 at station 2 by column 34 at
station I. For example:

_.81902 × 1.0 + 0.IS098 × 1.0 = l.O00DO

Columns35 and 36 are likewise computeds_multaneously. The
first value _n each of these columns is zero and each subsequent value
is obtained from the previous values in accordance with the symbolic
notation glven at the head of each column. Thus, to obtain the
column 35 at station 2_ column 27 at station 2 _s multiplied by
column 35 at station i, column 28 at station 2 is multiplied by
column36 at station I_ and the two products are then added to
co].umnSl at station 2

0o81902× 0 + 0.18098 X 0 - 6_.192 = -67.192

Column37 is unlform for all stations and is obtained from the
expression

Cr b - (35)b.

)b

..nu bucket loading at the rim. The bucket loading iswhere Cr, b is _

obtained by dividing the total centrifugal Force at the root of the

buckets by the total r_m peripheral area. in this problem Cr_ b is

C500 pounds per sq._aro inch, column 37 _s therefore,

8g)O
{__-722896' - 42,008 pounds per souare _nch

1.93765



Columns38 and 39 6ire tl_e rad.ial and tar_ential stresses at each
of the stations. As i ud_cated iu tnbie ! they are obtained by routine
multiplications arid a_d&itlons of COIL_mI_S_3 to LT.

The r_dial and tangential stresses from col,vm,,s38 ,:m_dZS are

plotted in figure 3. k%e stresses at the center of the disk are t_keu

eouai to those at stntion a_ which i_:_one-i,alf iuoh re':_oved froT.1the
center.

Because the method presente__ _s %_,e only one kr,,)_rnto b_e author

that takes into ,...ccotm_, po;nt-to-_,oint _':riv.t,ion ik Po__s'Jou's r':tio_
tke error involved in z.he p,sst,m0tion cf a cun_oa, _ "_alue of this

quant'ty ;as compared -'I-__ _'._..:the ricorous tro_:t::_entu(' its point-to-point

varintioks is _.q]uab_e to determ'ne. The brcke'-]:!_e cvmwe,:_ i'a fig-

ure 3 show calcul:_t_ons for _o,,_3cub vu]uos of i_ = 0.3 a_;rl _ = 0.5

comp_red, with _k o1 __ wh i _9i ,_I'_o',,._the _ .... " con-_. 0 S .._. C_I!'%:'OS_ .... s,_Ie sen I'OT.' 8

tinuouslv_ wri.p, ble vnlue o_' it w_i_-ho_,tomfor:,'turo ; as sLo_,,_;zin fis:'tre_,a_
and tobu].ated _n cot_m___ 4 of ta0io -(. The near-(:o_ncidence of these

c_,zrves irdicates tl-,,,_tt:',eossum_ttor:, of a oo'_st?_:t "_',-'_lueof _.t vJbb, izz

the range o.1' actual ",s-h_es results .'._n :::cc_z'<_be fitza_ v-_.].uos of :radiant
a7i_ _ " 7umnsentla._ Stl'esses.

The effect that di,:'fereuce i.,i the n_r_ler of :_tat-i_ons _ns_,- on _'-___e

accuz-acy of the z'esu?ts is ssow_ in f]jure 4. Little _._,:'ctm:-cy 2s

_,_:!r_,e& by tl:e u_e of additional. :_oi-_ts; as low a_' six p(%nts _n th:in

]]?.rtii.oular cese c._.n ,,/ield accurate res_]ts at a {._]:,e_!t, ,.:_avln S in com-

p'vb ir_.:_ time.

Cruse II - Elastic-Stre_su DistriOut[op ,n

Disk with_ Centre! Hole

A disk with a central hole is ;_t.:d.:;ed i:_ a ms:_r_er similar to the

solid disk except th%t the first stati:_n is tnP,O:_L_t %he inside ]:.ore:d-

cry instead of at an ,--rb.itr,:,rvsmall d _rLunco '_-:!_ the solid d_sk.

The -boise of s':_ti.:.:: uc._r h_:!e ce-_brr,1 ho_e _s, ho_:e'._ z'_ cr!ticat for

th.:s case. Stotior_s o::ould ]De bakerz ai:;o ac df_r:,:-,;tsesof ]_ :-',S_ -.nd

5 _erceat of the rim dGqmoter from tLe _::_id9 bo_zd-ry of t,Le d.,qk.

Iz_ order to illustraLe -he pz'_)ceduz'e_ '.:hedisi,:of :'_furc i is again

used but with a cez<b_,ai bole i iuch _"_ @:Lame ber_ cL,o:'eu so that

station a wli! be cc'.zveuieut!y :!oc._ted in _!o ,qame p_ace as sta-

tion a for C:,,seI.

Colv,mns I to 32 for the dis!: of fi.gure 2(a) w'tb tl_e central hole

are identical to the co::'re_pm_di:_g col,_..r,_sof table i fc.r the ,-so!id
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disk. In colulan 55 the entry for station a is 0 instead of 1 as
for the solid disk; otherwise, the procedure for calculating col-
umns33 to 39 is the sameas t?mt of table I. Tab]e II gives the
modified columns 33 to 39 tlmt result from changing the single
first entry in column 53 and figure 5 showsa plot of' the resulting
radial and tanzential stresses; the curves marked "18 stations" are
the stress values for this computation.

The results of supplementary calculations using different
numbersof' stations (fig. 5) indicate that considerable error can
result in the determination of the peak stress at the inner boundary
iC an insufficient numberof stations are chosen near this boundary.
A more Judicious choice of stations for the 6- and 10-statlon systems
could produce more accurate results than those shown; in the absence
of experience in choice of locations, however_ it is better to choose
a large numberof stations and insure accuracy.

A oractical procedure used to reduce the amount of calculation

necessary to obtain the critical end stresses is to ca!culatc the

stress distribution on the basis of a solid disk using a few stations

and then to modlf_¢ the stresses in the immediate vicinity of the

central hole by the stress concentration factor characteristically

introduced by the hole. A comparison of figures 4 and 5 ind]caLes

that, with the exception of the region immediately adjacent to the

central hole, the stresses are similar for the cases of the solid

disk and of the disk with the central hole; this stress distribution

depends very little on the number o_ stations chosen. By reference 3

(fig. 145), for example, the characteristic stress concentration for

a disk with a central hole of which the diameter is one-twentleth of

the outside diameter is about 2.0. From calculations based on dif-

ferent numbers of stations the calculated average stress at the center

of the solid disk (fig. 4) is 45,000 pounds per square inch. The

tangential stress at the Inside boundar_ for the disk with the central

hole should therefore be 2 × 63,00:] = 86,000 pounds per square inch.

The radial stress at a free boundary is, of course, zero. A curve

faired between these boundary values and the general curves of fig-

ure 4 would coincide very closely with the 27-s_ation result of fig-
ure 5.

Case III - Elastic-Stress Distribution in

Composite Welded Disks

For some applications turbine wheels must be fabricated by

weldi_ parts composed of several mate_-ia].s. The method of anal.ys]s
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presented is applicable to studies of composite welded disks in which
various alternatives of boundary location and shrink interference can
be investigated with few changes in the tabulated computations. The
procedure is illustrated for a typical application in which the bound-
ary location is constant.

The disk of _Igure _(a) is assumedto be made in two parts with
the boundary at the 6-inch station. Figure 6 shows the two portions
of the disk Just before welding. The heat-resisting outer portion
is heated to 670° F while the inner portion Is maintained at 70° F.
(In practice both portions maybe heated while maintaining a desired
temperature differential.) At this temperature condition an exact fit
exists between the mating tips of the two parts. The wedge is then
filied with weld metal.

The assumption is madethat this temperature differential between
the two portions of the disk is maintained throughout the welding
process in making the calculations. Any cooling of the outer region
prior to the placement of the weld metal would produce a crushing of
the mating tips and reduce the effective amountof shrink. Localized
effects of the weld metal in producing residual stresses are neglected.
The calculations are madeas if the high-temperature alloy, having
full width at the mating face, is shrunk at 670° F onto the full-width
steel central portion. Table III shows the essential tabulations for
this case.

In order to insure accuracy a few more stations than were used
in tables I and II have been chosen in the vicinity of the boundary.
The densities of the two materials are somewhatdifferent. The
quantities for _ and E are the valises at the temperatures of
figure 2(b). The quantity AT at each station is the difference
between the existing temperature and the temperature at which there
is zero thermal stress. The temperatures of zero thermal stress occur
Just before the shrink fit when the outer portion is at 670° F and
the inner portion is at 70° F. Therefore, for the outer portion
670° F is subtracted at each station from the temperatures of fig-
ure 2(b) and for the inner portion 70° F is subtracted. The value of

at each station must be the average _ between the stress-free
temperature and the operating temperature. At the rim, for example,
an average coefficient of expansion between 670° F and 1270° F must
be used. The average temperature coefficient al_ 2 applicable to the
range betweenany two temperatures Tl and T2 can be found by

_'2 T'2 - a'l T'l
al-Z = (T2 - TI)(I + e'l T'I)
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where m'l and m'2 are the average coeffiicients of thermal exoan-
sion between between room temperature and the temperatures T1 and
T2, respectively, and T' 1 and T' 2 are the temperature differences
between T1 and T2 and room temperature.

The procedure of calculating table III from colunm 8 on is
similar to that of table I. The final calculated values of stress
are shownin figure 6.

Comparisonof figures 5 and 6 shows t_t a shrink fit_ unless
excessive, can have beneficial effects. The shrink fit reduces the
tangential tensile stresses that exist i_ar the central hole under
operating conditions and also the tangential compressive stress at
the rim. Compressive stresses at the rim can be detrimental. If the
elastic compressive stresses exceed the yield strength of the material,
plastic flow takes place and a residual tangential tensile stress
exists after operation. Becausethe region of the rim is a stress-
concentrated area as a result of the blade attachments, even rela-
tively small residual tensile stress may cause cracks. The shrink
fit removes the high tensile stress at the center and the high com-
pressive stress at the rim but introduces a h_gh tensile stress at
the boundary of the two fitted regions. The boundary is at a lower
runnir_ temperature and has no stress-concentratlng effects of the
blade attachments.

The optimum amount of shrink, however, is fairly critical.
Probably the shrink of the illustrative example is excessive. There
is no hoed to reduce the stresses at the hole and at the rim as much
as shownin figure 6 at the expense of such a hlgh stress at Lhe
boundary. An additional calculation can readily be madeby using a
smaller temperature difference of shrinklr_ than assumedin this
calculation, 0nly columns 6, 7, 2_, Sl, 52, and 35 to 59 are affected
by any change,and the redistribution of stress can be calculated very
rapidly. Thus, a more suitable shrink fit can readily be found.

Case IV - Checkon Adequacyof Method

Checkson the adequacy of the method were obtained by comparing
the results of finite-difference calculations to theoretically correct
results in several cases where the latter could be obtained. In one
case a parallel sided disk was stud_ed. The conditions of operation
are shownin figure 7; the circles and squares show the radial and
tangential stresses as determined by the finite-difference method,
respectively; and the solid lines showthe theoretically correct
stresses obtained by rigorous solution of equations (I) and (V) for
this case in which E, _, and _ are constant. This correlation
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is seen to be very good. The maxim_mdev_at!on occurs at the boundary
of the central hol_ where the difference between the tangential stress
as computedby the fintto-difference method and the theoretically cor-
rect value is about 2 Dercent. The average devietion between the
theoretical a_d finite difference stresses throughout the disk is less
than _one-half percent. C_ecks on solid disk produced closer agree-
ment, even when a small number of stations were used. A check on a

disk of uniform strength produced results differing from the exact

solution in the order of ±one-fourth percent of the theoretical

stresses throughout the entire disk.

CONCLUSIONS

The flnite-difference method of calculating stresses in rotatir_

disks has been applied extensively to various ty!0es of turbine disks

under different conditions of constant temperature or with a temper-

att_e gradient. Th_ procedtu'e was fo1_Id to be convenient and rapid.

Where checks were available, the results showed a high degree of

accuracy.

Flight Propulsion Research Laborator2,

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio, February 27, 1947.
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TABLE I - CALCLILATION OF STRESSES

[Engine speed, Ii,500 rpm; operatln_
at center; average radial stress

1 2

k c-

• 0.5O0 4.3'75
2 .825 4.3'75 .333 23.5 9.148
3 .750 4.3'75 .333 23.5 9.148
4 .8'75 4.375 _. .333 23.5 9.148
5 ]..000 4.375 ,9 .335 23.5 g.148
6 1.250 4.3'75 8 .333 23.5 9.148

'7 1.500 4.375 ,_ .333 23.5 9.148
8 2.000 4.3'75 .333 23.5 9.149

9 5.000 3.840 _ .333 23.4 9.159
10 ¢.000 3,2'75 .335 23,2 9.185

2.970 _ .336 25.0 9.20'/11 4.5O0
12 5.000 2.680 d .338 22.8 9.239
13 5.500 2.372 _ .340 22.4 9.281
14 6.000 2.210 oa .343 22.0 9.33'7
15 7.000 2.156 o .352 20.7 9.499
16 8.000 2.700 .366 18.7 9.748

17 8.500 2.380 .376 17.4 9.913

b 9.000 1.910 .386 15.8 10.109

3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 i0 II

o_
A

0.333 23.5xi06 9.148xi 0"6 600 2.1875 .....................

12 13

1,010.0 .........

600 2.734410.0525 0.27344 0.27344 1,718.7 2,728.7

600 3.2813 .0625 .27344 .27344 2,476.0 4,193.7
600 3.8281 .0625 .27344 .27344 3,368.? 5,843.7

600 4.3750 .0625 .2'7344 .27344 4,399.9 7,768.6

800 5.4688 .1250 .54688 .54688 5,875.0 11,275

600 6.5625 .1250 .54688 .54888 9,899.9 16,776

8OlI 8.7500 .2500 1.09375 1.09375 17,599 27,499
607 I1.520 .50001.92000 2.18750 34,757 52,36'7

623 13.100

638 13.5155

657 13.400

684 13.046

718 13.260

820 15.085
975 21.600

1077 20.230
1200 17.190

.5000ii.657D0ii.92000 52,899 87,456

.2500 .7425O .818'75 60,486 113,185

.25OO .67000 .74250 57,382 127,868

.2500 .59300 .67000 72,162 139,544

.2500 .55250 ,59300 80,013 152,175

.5000 1.07750 i.I0500 106,197 186,210

.5000 1.35000!1.0'7750 IV3.785 279,982

.2500 .59500 .67500 172,935 346,720

.250C .47750 .59500 155,592 _28,527

--4
_0
-.j

21 22

A
cu

23

A

¢= I
"o 7

t"

v

24

7
)4

qD

25

7
c

. A

-= _
i

26 27 28

A
_ o_ o_

. ...... J ...... .-.. ..........

o:o;;;_o 6 o.oo7o79_1o-60 035462_106
3 .047"280 .008498 .036881

4 .046605
5 .046098
6 .048225
'7 .04'F280
8 .049643
9 .052229

10 .050296
11 .O46705

12 .046794
15 .047362
14 .047999
15i .0529'74
16 .0 58042
17 .059'795

b; .065728

.009443 .05'7826

.olon8 .0385oi

.007o80 .035463

.008498 .036881

.004"716 .035099

-.000011 .028372

.004"737 .033241

.010844 .039507

.011382 .040261

.011891 .040926

.012460 .041924

.010504 .040368

.012340 .043644

.017289 .051193

.019228 .05514'7

5,488.80x10 "6

5,488.80

5,488.80

5,488.80

5,488.80

5,488.80

5,488.80
5,498.55

5,559.51
5,722.26
5,874.0'7
6,070.02
6,348.20

6,703.97

7,789.18

9,504.30

I0,67 6 •30
12.150.80

.... Z_ZJ_':Z[_{J_ ZZ;JJ[&;;;
0.00 -.14997 ,84656 .15345

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

9.75

60.96
162.75

151.81

195.95

278.18

355.77

1,085.21

1,715.12
I, 172.00

1,454.50

-.17343 .86688 .13312

-.196_3 .88249 .I1753

-.25288 .81901 .18098

-.29994 .84655 .15545

-.41112 .77988 °22013

-.55612 .82181 ._0340
-.62345 .91692 .24220

-.61097 .98824 .11060

-.61514 1.00428 .10032
-._O727 1.05348 .092219

-.62645 ,98860 .082411

-.77576 .8_089 .13153
-_.22112 .70_7 .099466
-1.19545 1.07180 .059242

-_.I1704 1,18213 .058584
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c.- 14 15

v

.......... 0.042555xi0-6

176.17

262.11
565.23

485.54

1,409.4

2,096.9

" 6,874.9
26,128

43,728

28,296
31,967
54,886
58,044

93,105
159,991

96,680

82,152

.042555

.042553
•042555

•042555

.042553

.042555

•042555

.042755
•043105

.043478

.04_860

•044645

•045455

.943309

.055476

.057471

.06_291

16 17

_4 A

_, .I.
A

0.0058723xi0 -6

.0047269

.0040516

.0035452

.0056724

.0047269

.0O'/09O6

.0094945
• O071930
.0032270

.0029342
.0327192
.0025435

.0046652

.0045655

.O023242

.0024367

0.O070906x10 -6
.0056723
.0047269
°0040516
• 0070904

.0056724

.0094538

.0141812

.0094945

.0055965

.0032270

.0029342
.0027192
,0050870
.0046652
.0022828
.0023242

b(
A

0.014170x10 "6
.014170

.014170

.014170

.014170

.014170

.014170

.014170

.014231

.n1444o

.014609

.014825

.015179

.015591

.017005

.019572

.021552

.024430

0.113450-x10 -6
.090757

.0756.51

.064826

.056723

.045379

.037815

.028362

.018989
.014386

.0129O8
.011737
.01D877

.010174

.0093305

.0o913_0

.0092968

.0097468

18 19 20

0.019842x10 "6
.01889"/

.018222

.017"715

.019842

.018807

.021260

.023'/26
.021633
.017836

.O17759

.017898

.018135

.O21670

.024138

.025876

.026867

29 30 31 32 53 34

coea I- C4(:o _

77
,.....

9"

..................................... 1.00000 1.00000

3.19019 3.80981 -67.192 -27.646 1.00(300 1.00000
.15861 .84140 -82.6,54 -33.027 1.00001i 1.00001

.13633 .86,5_5 -98,146 -38.374 i.00001 1.00000

.11964 .88058 -115.71 -43.699 1.00003 1.00002

.19017 .80984 -268.78 -110.59 1.00002 1.00003

.15862 .84139 -330.54 -I_2.11 1.00005 1.00004

.23899 .76102 -856.09 -563.03 1.00004 1.00005

.57353 .68105 -2,669.0 -2,579.6 1.12526 1.0.5463
.50020 .76,509 ---5,955.2 -4,937.0 1.28720 1.14469

.14521 .88812 -2,547.6 -4,146.9 1•39866 1.20554

.13790 .89825 -2,645.2 -5,191.4 1.52538 1.27596

.13948 .89896 -2,992.5 -7,004.5 1.69595 1.35800

.I1595 .90457 -3,228.7 -8,651.9 1.78655 1.42140

.16615 .81584i-7,865.1 -23,703 1.77856 1.45647i

.079908 .793,50 -8,5_0.2 -55,105 1.39585 1.29754

.15885 .87979 -4,919,0 -21,564 1.57294 1.55.5,55

.19067 .86296 -5,454.5 -24,359 1.93766 1.45227

A

oz o_ -iF
+

0
-67.192

-145.T2
-231.64
-5,31.74
-571.85
-862.84

-1,6.36.2
-4,359.5
-8,864.9

-12,118
-16,173
-21,462
-26,619
-36,173
-39,625

- 52,182
-72,896

35 56 57 38 39

._ . i--jS't .¢. .¢.

GI, ¢'3 t"

Z
t..

0 42,008 42,008

-27.646 41,941 41,980
-66.938 41,865 41,941

-115.78 41,776 41,892
-173.34 _ 41,678 41,836
-314.05 u 41,43'; 41,695
-487.06 _ 41,146 41_523

-1,139.9 _' 40,373 40,8"/0

-3,767.1 _ 42,910 40,536
-9,127..9 46,208 38,958

-13,541 _ 46,63'7 37,017
-19,026 _ 47,905 34,490
-26,364 _ 49,69'7 30,683
-34,925 3 48,4,30 24,'785

-56,619 _ _8,541 4,564
-80,911 19,012 -26,404

-98,250 15,894 -42,155

-119,094 8,500 -58,087
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TABLE II - CALCULATION OF STRESSES IN DISK WITH 1-1NCH CENTRAL HOLE

[Engine speed, 11,500 rpm; operating temperature,

1270 ° F at rlm, 670 ° F at center]

32 33

M I i

a 0
2 0.18098

3 .27748
4 .33507
5 H .37222

.45912

8 < .46208

9 _ .53705

1110 ,', •61976.67479

12 _ .73691
13 m •81907
14 rn .86439

15 .86126

16 .67632

17 .78229

b .93917

34 35 36 37

,,-I ,"- ,,-4 .---

I ,-4 ! e,l ,Io

,-4 ,-4 u9 + uo ÷ _,9
I I _ ,.4 eo ,-4
_ _ --- s _ i .I.

W',D"

'< M K 0 1'3

,

+ ,,,
1.00000

0.80981

.71008

.65110
•61330 H H
.56746 _o

.54342=U co

.51858 < <
•52573 [' [-' "=1
.56345 _
.59041 _ = _

• 62339 '_ _ =
.663191 =

rn
.69322 o

.70918 o

.63141

•64940

.70575

38 39

0 86,668

15,618 70,157

23,905 61,474

28,808 56,314

31,928 52,980

35,469 48,867

37,195 46,610

38,411 43,797

42,186 41,797

44,848 39,705

46,365 37,629

47,694 35,002
49,525 31,113

48,296 25,155

38,471 4,844

18,990 -26,188

13,884 -41,968

8,500 -57,928
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TA_tE III - CALCULATION OF

EEnglne speed, 11,600 rpm; operating

at center; shrlnkin6 condition, 8_00 F for

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 i0 11

ca

w

• _.500 4.375 964.@7 0.344 2_.0x10 _ 7.081xi0 "6 600 Z._875 ....................

2 .625 4.378 964.97 ._44 28.0 7.0_i 600 2.7._44 0.0625 0.27344 0.27_44
3 .780 4.375 964.97 .344 26.0 _.061 600 3.2813 .0828 .27_44 .2v344

4 .875 4.375 964._7 .344 28.0 7.061 600 S.8281 .0625 .27344 .27544

1.000 4.378 964.97 .344 28.0 7.081 600 4.3750 .9828 .27344 .27_44
6 1,128 4.3'75 964.9'7 .344 28.0 '7.061 600 4.9219 .0828 .27344 .27544

? 1.280 4.3?5 964.9"7 .344 26.0 ?.061 600 3.4688 .0625 .27344 .27344
8 1.378 4.3T8 964.9? .344 26.0 ';'.061 600 8.0156 .0628 .2.7344 .27344
9 1.500 4.3?5 964.97 .344 26.0 ?.061 _ 6.5625 .0625 .27344 .27344

L2

A

v

1,05_.43

1,64g.15
2,_74.79

_,2_2.26

4,22!.74
5,345.14

?,991.75
9,49_.g7

10 1.'750 4.375 964.9? .344 28.0 7.061
11 2.000 4.3?5 964.9? .344 26.0 7.061
12 2._00 4.090 964.9'7 .344 26.0 7.06.7
13 3.000 3.840 g64.g_ .344 28.9 7.0.72
14 3.800 3.1_0 964.9'7 .348 25.8 '7.083

1_ 4.000 3.278 964.9? .346 _5.? ?.100
16 4.800 2.9/0 964.9T .34? 25.6 7.139
1.7 5.000 2.680 964.9? .348 25.4 V.172
18 5.500 2.3?2 964.9? .350 25.0 '7.211
19 5.8?8 2.240 9e4.9'7 .352 24.6 '7.28'7
20 6.000 2.210 1030.21 .410 26.? 7.981
21 6.128 2.190 1030.21 .410 26.6 8.002
22 !6.800 2.1_0 1030.21 .410 28.4 8.035
23 ?.000 2.158 1030.21 .410 28.9 8.127
24 '7.500 _.?00 1030.21 .410 25.3 5.231
28 8.000 2//00 1030.21 .410 24.5 8.389
28 8.280 2.610 1030.21 .410 24.1 8.470
27 8.800 2.380 1030.21 .410 23.5 8.Y/O
28 8.7_0 2.148 1030.21 .410 22.9 8.678

b 9.000 1.910 1030.21 .410 22.1 8.800

_00 .7.6583 .1250 .54688 .54_88 12,929.6

601 8.7500 .1250 .54_88 .54688 I_,887.0
604 10.225

60? 11,520

614 12.35_

623 13,100

_38 i_.353
88.7 13.400
684 13.046
709 13.160

118 13.2_0

129 13.414
163 ]4.040
220 15.085

289 _0.250

3.75 21._00
424 21.533

4.7_ 20.230
536 18.789
600 17.190

.2500 1.02250 1.093_5 24,567._

.2500 .96000 1.02250 33,349.4

.2500 .88250 .9_000 41,728.2

.2500 .81875 .88250 50,564.4
•2500 .742_0 .81875 58_036.2

.2500 .57000 .74250 64,65_.0

.2500 .59300 .67000 69,2_9.5

.1875 .42000 .44475 74,_06.8

.0525 .13812 .14000 81,963.5

.0825 .15688 .13812 84,_41.5

.18'75 .40500 .41052 94,017.0

.2500 .53875 .54000 108,780

.2500 .67500 ._5875 155,4_8

.2500 .67500 .67[_0 178,020

.1250 .32625 .33750 183,017

.1250 .29750 .32625 177,155

.1250 .26813 .29750 169,191

.1250 .23_.75 .26813 159,_84

81 22 23

3 .042.7_0 .008062 .033293
4 .042184 .008923 .034154
5 .041693 .009539 .034"F/0
6 .041334 eOlO000 .038231
? ,04104.7 .010389 .035590

8 .040812 .010646 .03587.7
9 .040816 .010881 °036112
I0 .042154 .008923 .034154

11 .041893 .009839 .034770

12 .043631 .008_69 .032000
13 .042934 .008062 .033293
14 .042484 .0089_8 .034286
18 .042183 .009648 .035036
16 .041ge§ .010190 .03563.7
17 .042024 .010631 .035139
18 .042454 .011047 .035V15

19 .042404 .012159 .038159
20 .038003 .013'724 .040065
21 .038135 .014808 .036905
22 .039420 .013'791 .035971
23 .040584 .0134_6 .035828
24 .041384 .013886 .036688
25 .042514 .014348 .037868

126 .042380 .015835 .03991'7
27 .043438 .018126 .040_08

28 .044548 .016585 .041_71

b .046135 .017024 .0427_

24

A

v

4,236.60x10"6
4,236._0
4,236.80
4,235.60
4,238.80
4,235.60
4,236.60
4,236.60
4,236.80
4,238.80
4,243._6
4,258.4.7
4,292.70
4,348.96
4,425.30
4,554.68

4,'712.00

4,932.32
5.166.50

941.76
1,032.26
1,312.96
1,78'7.94
2,579.76
3,145.88

3,591.28
4,087.89

4,651.41

5,280.00

25

i
¢

. A

"= _
i

.....
0.00

0._

0._
0.00

0.00

0._
0.00

0._

.7.06

24.81
24.25

56.26
74.34

131.38

15'7.32
220.32
254.18

-4,224.?0
90._

2_.70

474.98

590.82
7_7.12

445.40

495.51

56_,52
_28.59

25 27 28

E o-

- ' "-"TT _+

...... .... ... ........ . ......

-0.i1427xi0 "8 0.81904 0.18098

-.13555 .84887 .15344

-.15_74 .86891 .13312

-.17790 .88250 .I1753
-.19904 .89480 .10518

-.22015 .90482 .095188

-.24125 .91308 .08_922
-.26234 .92000 .07%97_

-.31349 .85687 .13312
-.355_I .88R49 .i1752
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Figure 2. -Disk profile, tempersture distribution, and variation of
physical properties of disk material as function of radius, for
illustrative problems.
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Figure 5. - Effect on calculated stress distribution in disk of fioure 2 with

central hole of various numbers of stations. (Location of stations shown
on fig. 4.)
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